1. Eye movements were recorded precisely with a scleral-coil method under three experimental conditions: (a) fixation of a central, stationary target; (b) pursuit of a central, moving target; (c) pursuit of eccentric, moving targets. Subjects were instructed to attend to and fixate the target and to pursue it when it moved.
H. COLLEWIJN AND E. P. TAMMINGA aligned arrows with the points localized 5 deg above and 5 deg below the fovea) in horizontal motion was pursued equally well as a central target. A stationary, structured background (extending also through the foveal area) inhibited eccentric smooth pursuit strongly for targets moving at constant velocities below 5 deg/s, and moderately (gain decreased by 0113-024) for other types of target motion.
9. It is concluded that, in agreement with previous, complementary work , foveal fixation and smooth pursuit of a distinct target are slightly degraded (by 5-10%) due to relative motion of a background. Eccentric targets can be pursued very well in the absence of conflicting stimuli, but in this case a background has a stronger inhibitory effect than with foveal pursuit. Human subjects have a large ability to selectively pursue targets of their choice located in the foveal or perifoveal area; the effect of relative background motion is in principle disturbing but can be largely suppressed.
INTRODUCTION
Foveal fixation and pursuit of selected targets in ordinary visual surroundings requires a resolution of the often conflicting stimulation exerted by target and background structures. As a rule, conditions will not be static. Movements of the target or the observer will introduce relative displacements between observer, target and background. Since most investigations of oculomotor control have been done under highly reduced conditions, with subjects on a biteboard and single targets without a structured background, it is important to examine the interference between target and background in oculomotor control.
In a previous article we described the effect of a stationary, structured background on the pursuit of a moving point target. It was shown that on average the background reduced the velocity of smooth pursuit by about 100% in the horizontal and 200% in the vertical direction. This deficit was compensated by an increased number of saccades, which resulted in a statistically unchanged magnitude of error of the retinal target position. Furthermore, the input-output relation of smooth and saccadic following was described for various types of simple and complex target motions.
In the investigations presented here, we further explored the role of central and peripheral retinal stimuli in oculomotor control.
We investigated the effect of moving, large backgrounds on fixation and pursuit of a small, central target. Such conditions induce illusory perceived motion of the central target (Duncker, 1929) , but the occurrence of concomitant eye movements has been subject to controversy (Mack, Fendrich & Pleune, 1979; Wyatt & Pola, 1979; Pola & Wyatt, 1980; Mack, Fendrich & Wong, 1982) . In some of these earlier studies a foveally stabilized target has been used; therefore we used stationary as well as stabilized target conditions. Stabilization eliminates positional feed-back from the target and might therefore reveal the background-induced eye movements more directly.
We extended our investigations of the control of pursuit of a moving, central target. First, we studied the interaction between pursuit of a point and any additional eye movements induced by uncorrelated movements of a large background, moving along Ito at PENN STATE UNIV on April 14, 2008 jp.physoc.org Downloaded from the same axis as the target or orthogonally to it. Secondly, we studied pursuit under open-loop conditions for retinal feed-back: the target was first foveally stabilized and then small retinal image motions were imposed. If pursuit is mainly controlled by the velocity and/or eccentricity of the target image in the perifovea, eye movements should be elicited in a predictable manner reflecting the usual gain relations between the amplitudes of pursuit and retinal error with normal viewing of a moving target.
We investigated pursuit of an eccentric target with and without the presence of a large, stationary background covering the fovea as well as the periphery. This approach should clarify whether the oculomotor distinction between target and background is strictly related to their respective projection onto the fovea and peripheral retina, or if it can be dissociated to some extent from retinal topography.
It will be shown that: (1) interference by a background is systematically present; (2) pursuit under open-loop conditions is highly idiosyncratic, and unsatisfactory as an analytical tool; (3) subjects are in general capable of pursuing any central or peripheral target selectively at will.
Some ofthese results have been briefly mentioned in preliminary reports (Tamminga & Collewijn, 1981; Collewijn, Conijn, Martins, Tamminga & Van Die, 1982a) .
METHODS
Details of recording, stimulus presentation and data processing have been described before and are only briefly summarized here.
Recordings and stimulation
Briefly, eye movements were recorded with a scleral-coil method as modified by Collewijn, Van der Mark & Jansen (1975) with a band width better than 100 Hz, noise level less than 3 or 1 min of arc (depending on the recording range used: + 25 or + 10 deg) and non-linearity less than 0-5 %. The coil was mounted on the right eye, which also viewed the stimuli. The left eye was occluded. Head movements were minimized by chin and head supports.
The central target (diameter 7 min of arc) was formed by the beam of a He-Ne laser. The eccentric target consisted of two vertically aligned green arrows pointing to each other. Each arrow had a length of 4 deg and a width of 0-7 deg so that they made sufficiently distinct targets at 5 deg eccentricity, even when moving. The distance between the points was 10 deg; subjects had to pursue the imaginary centre between the arrows while these moved together horizontallly. The backgrounds were black and white random dot patterns subtending about 90 x 90 deg of arc, with individual black elements of 15 min of arc (about 1 dot/square deg). Visual stimuli were back-projected onto a translucent screen at a distance of 1-50 m in front of the subject, with servo-controlled mirrors in the light pathways to control stimulus positons.
Stimulus generation and data acquisition was performed digitally on-line by a DEC PDP 11/10 computer. Stimulus movements consisted of single sine waves, pseudo-random sums of up to four sine waves or triangular waves (constant velocity ramps).
Horizontal and vertical eye, target and background positions (signalled by the position sensors contained in the scanners) were each sampled at a rate of 125 /s (over-all resolution 0-02 deg, 8 ms).
Subjects and procedures
Five normal subjects (aged 21-45 years) participated after informed consent. All had 20/20 visual acuity (normally or after correction) and no known ocular or oculomotor pathology. Only one of them (H.C.) had considerable experience in pursuit experiments. In all cases subjects were instructed to attend to and fixate the red target, and to pursue it when it moved. Each session was started and concluded by calibration measurements in which the subject tracked 10 deg steps of the target. Recording sensitivity was adjusted manually to a standard level. This procedure eliminated intersubject differences due to spectacle magnification factors and allowed subsequent electronical stabilization of the target. In session one, the red point target and large background were shown simultaneously. Either both were stationary, only the background moved horizontally, or the background moved horizontally while the target executed uncorrelated movements in the horizontal or vertical direction. These conditions were shown in pseudo-random order and the subject was not informed about the actual condition presented. The condition of the moving target on a stationary background (for analysis see Collewijn & Tamminga, 1984) was added to minimize the knowledge of the subject on the real or illusory nature of any perceived target motion.
In saccades, usually in the opposite direction to the smooth eye movements. Fig. 2 shows typical effects of a sinusoidally and pseudo-randomly moving background. Subject H.S. showed relatively large induced movements, whereas subject D.P. showed only a very small effect. The saccades were basically corrective and returned the eye towards the fixation mark; the smooth eye movements represented the induced component and were further analysed in terms of average gain and phase (Fig. 3 ) of the reconstructed cumulative smooth component (see Methods). Gain of induced smooth movements was highest for single sine waves and increased with frequency. The absolute amplitude of the induced eye movements, however, decreased with increasing frequency, because the increase in gain was smaller than the decrease in stimulus amplitude as a function of frequency. For a background motion with an amplitude of 4-94 deg at 015 Hz the amplitude of the cumulative smooth eye movements was 0-17 deg. This The responses induced by mixtures of sine waves showed no superposition of the single frequencies. The induced movements were always smaller than with single sine waves and decreased when the number of components in the stimulus increased.
The induced eye movements were not in phase, nor in counterphase with the background motion. They lagged the background by 30-100 deg; the lag generally increased with frequency. Background-induced eye movements with a stabilized central target
In the previously described experiments, errors of fixation competed strongly with the effects of the moving background. This could be the cause of the small size of the induced eye movements. To avoid this competition, the horizontal eye position was used to control the horizontal target position on the screen in a 1: 1 angular relation. Thus, the target was horizontally stabilized on the retina and the induced horizontal eye movements no longer caused retinal motion of the fixation target. The background, however, was seen under normal conditions. Only a limited degree of fading of the target was occasionally noticed by subjects with very stable vertical fixation; subjects were instructed to attend to the target. The background was moved pseudo-randomly with a sum of four sine waves (0-153-0-580 Hz, , Table 1 , horizontal component of sum 1). Three maximal amplitudes were used: 0 5, 1 and 2 deg. In comparison to the normal, unstabilized condition (Fig. 3) , the average gain of the induced eye movements was increased (to a maximum of about 0 25). The gain behaved somewhat erratically and showed no linear relationship with the stimulus amplitude. The mean phase of the induced eye movements showed a lag of between 0 and 90 deg; the lag tended to increase with the frequency. Interindividual differences were large (standard deviations of phase of the order of 40 deg).
Thus, even when there was a large moving image on the perifoveal retina, and no visual motion feed-back from the central fovea due to the open-loop condition, the induced eye movements remained relatively small and were neither in phase nor in counterphase with the motion of the background.
Pursuit of a central target Effect of a moving background during pursuit
In the measurements described until now, the target did not really move. We shall now describe the results of measurements in which target and background were both moving according to uncorrelated, pseudo-random sums of four sine waves , FO VEAL AND ECCENTRIC CONTROL OF EYE MO VEMENTS component for the background). The amplitudes of both mixtures were scaled to obtain maximal deviations of 1, 2 or 4 deg.
The pseudo-random type of motion was chosen with the intention of making the actual condition less easy to recognize by the subject. When both the target and background moved horizontally, the subjects none the less perceived that both of them were moving horizontally in an uncorrelated fashion. However, when the target was moving in the vertical direction and the background in the horizontal direction, the subjects perceived the target as moving in both dimensions.
During pursuit of the target, additional motions were induced by the moving background, but the effects were small. It was practically impossible to isolate the induced eye movements in the horizontal-horizontal combination; therefore only the frequency response of horizontal eye movements induced by horizontal motion of the background during pursuit of a vertical target motion was calculated (Fig. 6) .
Notwithstanding the strong illusion of two-dimensional motion under these circumstances, appearing as horizontal and vertical target motions of comparable magnitude, the gain of the horizontal induced eye movement was relatively small: of the order of 010, with considerable interindividual variability. Phase lag of the induced motions varied between 12 and 105 deg. It was larger for the smaller stimulus amplitudes and tended to increase somewhat with frequency. The pursuit of the real target motion in the vertical direction remained normal (see . The gain of the induced, smooth horizontal eye movements was larger during H. COLLEWIJN AND E. P. TAMMINGA pursuit of a real vertical target motion (Fig. 6 ) than during fixation of a stationary spot (Fig.3) , but not as large as during fixation of a retinally stabilized target (Fig. 5) .
Open-loop pursuit of a central target
The results of the preceding experiments suggested that movements of a structured background, filling almost the entire visual field, induce only modest eye movements in the presence of a central fixation target, even though compelling illusory, induced The results obtained under normal conditions were rather uniform and have been described before . Fig. 7 shows typical examples of the open-loop responses of each of the five subjects to the same retinal stimulus. The results were completely different for each subject. One subject (H.C.) responded with very large eye movements, even exceeding the range ofthe recording equipment; most of his response was smooth. At another extreme, J.H. made virtually no smooth eye movements but only made saccades. Another subject (G.M.) reported that she voluntarily limited her eye movements to an area within about 10 deg from the mid-position. Since she did not do this by corrective saccades (Fig. 7) she was apparently manipulating the gain of her open-loop pursuit.
Thus the main outcome of this experiment is that open-loop pursuit of retinal errors comparable in size to those occurring in normal pursuit (Collewijn & Tamminga, 1984, Fig. 14) produces highly variable and idiosyncratic results which are not consistent with a simple relation between retinal input and oculomotor output. 
Voluntary pursuit of an eccentric target
In all the experiments described so far, subjects had to attend to a distinct, central target. Under those conditions a systematic, although mostly small effect of a conflicting background motion could be demonstrated. In order to see how well eccentric targets could be pursued when deliberately attended to, we asked subjects to follow the imaginary mid-point between two green, symmetrical, vertical arrows which were vertically aligned and pointing towards each other, with a gap of 10 deg between the points, and moving together along the horizontal axis (see Methods). Triangular waves. Subjects were perfectly able to pursue the eccentric targets. Fig. 8 shows some representative recordings for a stimulus velocity of 3.7 deg/s. With a dark (or a diffuse) background, pursuit was mostly smooth, although a number of additional, small saccades was always made. In the presence of a structured, stationary background, smooth pursuit Iwas inhibited and the target was followed largely by saccades. This effect was especially strong for low stimulus velocities. The saccades tended to anticipate the stimulus position and kept the fovea ahead of the imaginary target ( Fig. 8; middle trace) . Recordings of the vertical eye position (Fig. 8 , lower trace) confirmed that the subjects followed the instructions well and did not deviate by more than 2 deg upward or downward from the centre.
The mean gain of the smooth component of eccentric pursuit of triangular waves was calculated for the central 75%0 of the target trajectory, omitting the corners (Fig. 9) . For the dark and diffuse background, smooth pursuit gain as a function of stimulus velocity was identical to that for pursuit of a central point target Fig. 7 Single sine waves. Fig. 10 shows the mean gain and phase of the composite (smooth and saccadic) eye movements and the smooth component alone of pursuit of the eccentric target, following a single sine wave.
The gain (mean + S.D.) of the composite pursuit was 1-00+0-02 at 0-15 Hz and 0-96 + 0-03 at 0-52 Hz without a background. These values are virtually identical to those found for a central target Fig. 3 ). Neither a diffuse nor a structured background systematically affected the pursuit gain of the composite eye movements. The smooth component alone had a gain (mean ±S.D) of 0-92 + 0-04 at 0 15 Hz and 0-72 + 0-06 at 052 Hz; these values are comparable to those of normal pursuit of a central target. This was not changed by a diffuse background, but the random dot background lowered the gain of the smooth component by 0 13 +0'12 (mean+S.D) which is a larger change than during foveal pursuit (0-07 + 0-08). Phase errors of pursuit of single sine waves were very small under all conditions (Fig. 10) .
Pseudo-random motion. With a dark background, pursuit of the pseudo-randomly moving eccentric target was very similar to that of a real foveal target following the same trajectory. The gain and phase relations (Fig. 11) showed only minor differences (see Collewijn & Tamminga, 1984, Fig. 5 of the composite eye movement showed a small lag, increasing with frequency. The smooth component had a gain of about 06, also increasing with frequency, while the phase showed a distinct lead for the lower and a lag for the higher frequencies. These relations were hardly affected by a diffuse background, but a structured background caused marked changes. The gain of the smooth component was lowered by 024 +010 (mean +s.D), compared to 0-08 +0O09 for pursuit of a central target under similar conditions. On the other hand, the gain of the composite (smooth plus saccadic) pursuit of the eccentric target was raised by 0X08+0±010 (mean+s.D), an effect which was not found for normal central pursuit. This increase must be due to overshooting of the target by the saccadic component and may be similar to the anticipatory saccades in triangular, eccentric pursuit (Fig. 8) .
Retinal position error. A retinal position error could be determined between the point of fixation and the imaginary target, the centre between the arrows. The distribution of this error over the whole length of a trial was calculated. The mean errors over such a period did not differ systematically from zero, in agreement with the symmetrical distribution of the stimulus position. The standard deviation of the distribution of the error is a representative measure of its magnitude. Fig. 12 summarizes the standard deviation of retinal position error for the different eccentric pursuit conditions described in the previous sections. In general, the position error increased with velocity for triangular wave stimuli and with frequency or frequency range for single sine-wave and pseudo-random stimuli. In contrast to foveal pursuit, the error was larger for a structured than for a dark or diffusely illuminated background, although the differences were small. In general, the retinal position error was larger by about 35 0 during eccentric pursuit than during foveal pursuit. 
DISCUSSION
The generation of smooth pursuit by visual stimuli is complex. There can be little doubt that under natural conditions retinal image velocity is the primary driving force for the visual generation of smooth eye movements. At the most primitive level, optokinetic responses are elicited by motion of the surroundings as a whole. Such visual stimulation occurs physiologically usually in conjunction with excitation of the labyrinths whenever the head is rotated.
Even in a fairly simple mammal such as the rabbit the sensitivity to optokinetic stimuli is not distributed homogeneously through the retina, but weighted heavily towards areas with a higher density of ganglion cells, viz. the visual streak (Dubois & Collewijn, 1979a) . This weighting becomes more accentuated in parallel with the development of foveal vision; in man it has been shown that even during stimulation with large moving patterns deletion of the parts stimulating the central retina causes a marked reduction of optokinetic nystagmus (Cheng & Outerbridge, 1975; Dubois & Collewijn, 1979b; Van Die & Collewijn, 1982; Howard & Ohmi, 1984) . This weighting, favouring control of smooth eye movements by the central retina which has more ganglion cells and a larger central representation than the periphery, is one factor assisting in selective pursuit. This is further helped by the tendency to foveate targets of interest by appropriate saccades.
However, more complex processes have evolved to modulate this anatomically determined weighting by voluntary selection. The effect of peripheral optokinetic stimulation in man is highly dependent upon instructions to the subject: selective attention to the peripheral stimulus is required to reach an optimum response, whereas attention to a central empty zone or a retinally stabilized foveal target will largely suppress optokinetic responses (Dubois & Collewijn, 1979b; Van Die & Collewijn, 1982; Wyatt & Pola, 1984 
FO VEAL AND ECCENTRIC CONTROL OF EYE MO VEMENTS
The combined effects of anatomical weighting and selective attention to a central target result in a good ability to pursue a distinct target upon a stationary background. However, our earlier experiments established that a structured, stationary background systematically reduces the velocity of smooth pursuit of a small target. This suggests that the influence of the background can be suppressed largely, but not totally: a slight drag by the background seems to remain present.
The converse effect can be demonstrated too, although it seems less perfectly developed: subjects are able to pursue a target in the periphery when they choose to do so. This ability of humans was first described by Winterson & Steinman (1978) and recently also analysed by Barnes & Hill (1984) . In the same way as these authors, we used a restricted target to avoid large-field optokinetic responses. We largely confirm the results of the earlier studies for the close periphery but found slightly higher smooth pursuit gains; in fact our eccentric target configuration (arrows 5 deg above and below the fovea) was pursued equally well as a central target, with virtually identical gain and phase characteristics. This was true for sinusoidal, pseudo-random as well as triangular motions. With targets at greater eccentricities, pursuit has been shown to degrade progressively (Barnes & Hill, 1984) .
We extended the study of peripheral pursuit by adding the large, stationary, structured background, which in this case also stimulated the fovea. For most stimulus trajectories, this caused a decrease of eccentric smooth pursuit velocities by about 20 %. This background effect is stronger than in the case of foveal pursuit, where it is of the order of 10 % . For triangular motion slower than 5 deg/s, the reduction of smooth pursuit (with replacement by saccadic tracking) was very strong. This suggests that it is very difficult for the fovea not to be captured by slow, steady image slip. We conclude that smooth pursuit of a distinct target relative to a stationary background is performed best when the target is close to the fovea, although it is still reasonably effective at 5 deg eccentricity. In practice, this eccentricity will probably be rarely exceeded since saccades normally limit the standard deviation of the eccentricity of the pursued target to 1 deg or less .
The selectivity involves more than a simple dichotomy between tracking of the centre or the background: it is truly localized. Collewijn, Curio & Griisser (1982b) demonstrated that subjects can pursue selectively either of two eccentric targets showing oE-motion at two different velocities.
In addition to its spatial localization, attention and pursuit may be directed at distinct perceptual configurations (patterns), as suggested by the experiments of Kowler, Van der Steen, Tamminga & Collewijn (1984) . These authors showed that either of two differently moving, superimposed, dense random dot patterns, covering the central as well as the peripheral retina, could be fixated or pursued at will.
An important question is whether the perception of target motion, not directly derived from the motion of the retinal image of a target, can contribute to the generation of pursuit. Smooth A more general case of perceived motion is apparent motion of a stationary target induced by a moving background (Duncker, 1929) . Although a strict parallel of this situation is unlikely to occur naturally, it is conceivable (although unlikely in the light of the results of that pursuit of a moving target is assisted by the perception of motion induced by the relative displacement of the background. Previous attempts to demonstrate such induced effects have led to conflicting results. Mack et al. (1979) failed to find any oculomotor effect of a four-point frame moving around a stationary, fixated target. Pola & Wyatt (1980) performed experiments in which a central target was stabilized on the fovea. An oscillating, surrounding frame induced smooth eye movements, more or less in counterphase with the frame movement, while the subject attended to the stabilized target (Pola & Wyatt, 1980) ; the latter did not of course, generate image slip opposing the eye movements. Similarly, open-loop pursuit of imposed retinal motion of a stabilized target was found to be enhanced by counterphase motion of a frame (Wyatt & Pola, 1979 Our results do not confirm the entirely negative findings by Mack and coworkers (Mack et al. 1979 (Mack et al. , 1982 , but neither do they clearly support pursuit of illusory, perceived motion. Pursuit of induced motion should have a direction opposite to that of the inducing background. In contrast to previous estimates (Pola & Wyatt, 1980; Tamminga & Collewijn, 1981) our present analysis reveals that the mean phase lags were usually smaller than 90 deg, and never approached 180 deg. This means that the induced eye movements were more closely related in phase to the background motion than to a perceived target motion; as a consequence the background effect would hamper rather than assist pursuit, in agreement with . A more recent report by Wyatt & Pola (1984) on the interaction of moving dot backgrounds with a stationary central target (both presented in stabilized conditions) shows a great variability of phase and gain relations of the induced eye movements. However, phase lags reasonably close to 180 deg were found in some of their subjects, most often when low-density backgrounds were used. Perhaps in this case induced motion is strong while optokinetic drag is relatively weak.
We conclude that counterphase eye movements induced by a moving background are by no means a common or robust phenomenon. Our findings suggest that pursuit and fixation of a distinct target are only slightly affected by a highly structured background; whatever effect the background exerts seems to detract from rather than add to the precision of smooth pursuit.
In several of the investigations mentioned above, retinally stabilized images, sometimes combined with imposed retinal image motion, have been applied to release pursuit or to drive pursuit in open-loop conditions. This approach may be useful in studying the characteristics of pursuit if it can be assumed that the smooth pursuit control system behaves as a stationary negative feed-back system with retinal slip velocity as its main input. In that case, open-loop gains should be commensurate with FOOVEAL AND ECCENTRIC CONTROL OF EYE MOVEMENTS the ratio of retinal slip velocity to smooth eye movement velocity under normal pursuit conditions. A stringent analysis of human open-loop pursuit is hard to find in the literature. The early investigations (Fender & Nye, 1961 ; Young & Stark, 1963) did not distinguish between saccadic and smooth tracking. Human open-loop optokinetic nystagmus (in normally mobile eyes) has been measured by Dubois & Collewijn (1979b) , but fluctuations in the response were common. Results obtained under open-loop conditions tend to vary greatly among different research groups (see Wyatt & Pola, 1979; Mack et al. 1982) . Cushman, Tangney, Steinman & Ferguson (1984) reported large interindividual differences in the capacity to voluntarily produce smooth eye movements in the presence of a stabilized foveal target; they concluded that stabilization techniques are of dubious value in elucidating properties of the human smooth pursuit system. The most straightforward results on human open-loop pursuit have been published by Wyatt & Pola (1983) who used single sine waves as the stimulus. Although idiosyncratic differences between subjects were found, the results within each subject were consistent and moreover allowed prediction of closed-loop from open-loop results following the rules for a simple, linear system. In a more recent study, Pola & Wyatt (1985) have emphasized the importance of instructions and distinguished 'active' and 'passive' forms of open-loop pursuit. For an active response, subjects were instructed to look at the target, and to use a constant level of effort. In the passive conditions, subjects were asked to gaze ahead but to avoid doing anything in particular. The responses to pure sine-wave stimuli showed a higher gain and a larger phase lag for the active than for the passive conditions. Our instructions in the present experiments seem to correspond to the 'active' condition of Pola & Wyatt (1985) , but our results were highly idiosyncratic. Over-all amplitude shape and relative contributions by the saccadic and smooth systems differed by a factor of ten and more among subjects. This was the case although we attempted to maintain a normal status of the pursuit system by instructing the subjects to pursue the target normally, in the same way as they did in the normal pursuit tasks which were interspersed between the open-loop measurements. However, the special nature of the open-loop presentations was recognized instantly by each subject. Once it was noticed that nothing was accomplished by efforts to pursue, the instruction to pursue 'normally' lost its meaning, and the resulting eye movements probably reflected the amount of effort and other decisions or strategies on the part of the subject. This performance reflected in no way the normal smooth pursuit by the same subjects, but was fairly consistent over trials and repeated sessions in a same subject. These results discouraged us from further analysis of open-loop pursuit, which we originally intended to study in combination with different backgrounds. The main difference between our experiments and those of Wyatt & Pola (1983) is the type of stimulus motion: pseudo-random v8. single sine waves. We chose pseudo-random motion to emphasize direct retinal effects and to minimize any tendency of a subject to reproduce a stereotyped motion on the basis of experience and expectation. With normal retinal feed-back, smooth pursuit of sine waves is much more straightforward than pursuit of pseudo-random motion (see . In addition, our subjects may have noticed a discrepancy between the amplitude of the retinal image motion and their eye movements as encoded by inflow or outflow signals. The possibly more direct role of extraretinal signals in oculomotor control, as supported for instance by the phenomenon of o-nystagmus (see Behrens & Griisser, 1979 ) also argues against any simple interpretation of open-loop pursuit.
Clearly, more research is needed to establish under which conditions consistent open-loop performance can be obtained which is commensurate with the input-output relations (retinal error-eye movement) in normal pursuit. For the moment, it seems prudent to consider open-loop pursuit as an only partially understood phenomenon, which should be used with caution in explaining pursuit in generalized conditions.
